September 22, 2022

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

**Klamath County Cultural Coalition grants $900 to Southern Oregon PBS to help fund production of new segment of Work of Art.**

In collaboration with Klamath County Cultural Coalition (KCCC), Southern Oregon PBS will produce a segment of Work of Art featuring a Klamath County performing, visual, or literary artist or organization.

Work of Art is a SOPBS documentary-style interstitial series profiling professional artists and arts organizations in the region--with the purpose of revealing the nuts-and-bolts of different crafts. The two-minute episodes feature interviews with visual, literary, and performing artists, plus engaging footage of the creative sector in action.

Work of Art’s creator/producer, Vanessa Finney, is a musical artist herself and a Morning Edition Host on Jefferson Public Radio.

SOPBS reaches approximately 25,000 households and 66,123 residents of Klamath County.

Southern Oregon PBS contributes to communities’ civic, educational, and cultural life by presenting a range of ideas and cultures and offering a robust forum for discussion and debate.
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